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About This Software

Looking to edit and share your most epic gaming moments but not sure where to start? Camtasia’s powerful, yet easy-to-use,
video editor allows you to make amazing game recordings and videos that will engage your viewer with ready-to-use themes,

animated backgrounds, graphics, callouts, and more.

Our behaviors will allow you to quickly add engaging animations to images, video and text. Drag and drop or edit content
directly within the preview window for precise control over the final look of your video. You’ll also enjoy the ability arrange
video, audio, images, callouts, animated content, and more on an unlimited number of tracks. Once you are done editing your

content or adding interactive elements into your montage you can share your videos anywhere, or even build your own YouTube
channel of content.

Additional Features
• Import video from 3rd party recorders (OBS, Fraps, Win10 Game DVR, and more...) or use Camtasia’s built-in recorder

• Add behaviors to quickly animate images, video or text
• Add callouts to highlight action

• Include text, transitions, and title screens
• Adjust clip speed

• Use zoom and pan to focus attention
• Show macros/keystrokes

• Output directly to YouTube or a variety of other outputs
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Title: Camtasia - Subscription
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
TechSmith Corporation
Publisher:
TechSmith Corporation
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU with dual-core processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Dedicated Windows-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Display dimensions of 1024x768 or greater

English
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Dont want to keep paying $15 every month. I would reccomend it but not a monthly subscription..... Good software, auto renew
doesn't work. Love Camtasia and monthly subscription, but now they're stopping the monthly subscription to steam customers I
will be looking for an alternative screen recording software. Bad move for Camtasia. No option to re start my subscription, i
click add to cart, it doesn't work since ive already purchased previously, but isn't showing up in my games\/software library.

But when it was working, best editing software I've found so far!. WHAT? I HAVE TO RENEW IT AFTER A SHORT TIME?
what the heack. ITS a good software but really? NOT RECOMENDED. I love the software its easy to use cheap and for a
beginner in recording its exactly what i needed. But has more options than some of the other beginner softwares
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I loved Camtasia, loved it even more when they moved to a monthly subscription here on Steam because of how often I used it.
Was happy to subscribe. But then they.. stopped? And no longer offer it here? That makes me really sad.. Beautiful app, easy to
use and easy to activate! It needs fresh install, if you are using old or crack version of camtasia then there will be activation or
watermark issues. You need to undo crack and host file and then uninstall and then reinstall using steam and everything works
charm. The only issue is that is not available for mac.. i really dislike that i had previously bought this software and now im
inable to use it because for whatever reason my License expired? ive used this software for all my videos and now i cant use it at
all without having to buy it again. I have only tried one other editor and that was the Sony Vega and as well as this being cheeper
(waaaay cheeper) it also was esier as well as has a few features i like. now i am not saying its the best of the best but for quality
for the price this is the editor of any new youtubers dream. as well as for youtube im also able to record just the screen so it
comes in handy as something to fiddle with.. well no, i paid fifteen bucks for this software, and i got a THIRTY DAY TRIAL, it
really made me angry and i want my money back, so no i do not recommend it, a full 15 bucks wasted, and i bought it from here
too, thinking i got a deal! heck no, do not buy this, unless you want to keep renewing it every couple of days with 15 bucks,
thanks for your time :D. how do i cancel my payment of this product?
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